JCD
The Blue Index – A Comprehensive
Diabetes Assessment Score

CHALLENGES APLENTY
Targets are necessary in order to achieve targets.
One of the most challenging aspects of target-based

Score (DHS) against the ‘Komplications Score’

/ Komplications Score
Diabetes Health Score

to achieve comprehensive medical care.

non-pharmacological interventions create a challenge

to inadvertently omit important aspects of diabetes

parameters of comprehensive diabetes care, spanning
three domains—three metabolic goals (HbA1c,
parameters (general health, infection, jeopardy related

alcohol). Each parameter is graded on a 6 point (zero
performance (Table 1). The grading for these goals

THE BLUE INDEX

composite representation of the Diabetes Health

international bodies,
Association (ADA) and American Association
of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE)/American
College of Endocrinology (ACE)1,2 and landmark
trials.3
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three arms are scored from 0 to 5, each implying a
4,5

The person’s willingness to abstain from tobacco,

(Table 2). Here, however, the desirable score is the
least possible score in each category, implying that
a score of ‘0’ denotes absence of any complication,
severity of complications. It is represented as:

Komplications Score

optimally treat the same.6–8 It also emphasizes the
proactive approach of periodic screening for potential
complications wherever recommended. Each of these

Table 1 | Diabetes Health Score
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This format of representing the Komplications
Score provides an instant insight into the presence
and degree of complications, as well as the category
of complications which is predominant and calls of
of time.
of both, the diabetes-related health parameters as

Table 2 | The Blue Index score sheet (A–J) and Komplications score
NAME:

AGE:

SCORE

DAY 1

ID:
DAY 90

DAY 20

DURn:
day 50

DAY 80

DAY 10

MACROVASCULAR

MICROVASCULAR
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FOOT/Neuropathy

9

logo, Unite for Diabetes.

by

infection prevention (vaccination), abstinence from

COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE
proactive behavior on part of both, the diabetes
ancient Indian wisdom as written in the Bhagavad
Gita
habits, etc., as well as physician-lead interventions,

knowledge from all directions).10

shifts the perspective of diabetes management from

Pragmatic Use

encompassing both pharmacological as well as
or a paramedical diabetes care provider. Low scores

glycemia by listing both hyperglycemia (HbA1c)
weighted points (Table 1).
diabetes care interventions, and also channelize them
the bio-psychosocial model of health, as well as the
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Table 3 | The Blue Index - Summary

also works as a motivational tool for persons with
diabetes, providing positive reinforcement to those

clinical practice for over a year now,11 and find
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